Meeting Notes
Transportation System Group Meeting #4
June 25, 2014
This meeting included:
 A review of the remaining steps in Scenario Planning and Base Map Review
 Summary of other System Groups’ visions and goals
 Review, discussion, and informal polling on Vision statement
 Goals group discussion

Steps in Scenario Planning
Jeff Heilman reviewed the remaining steps and how they fit together.
June-July
 2 System Group meetings
 Stakeholder, public, and committee input
Finalize: Vision, Goals, and Metrics
August-October
 3 System Group charrettes to develop each Idealized System
 This will complete formal System Group meetings
 Stakeholder, committee, and public input
Design Features explained, design features mapped, apply metrics to existing conditions to generate
the System report card
November - January
 Small workshop and charrette to develop range of Combined Scenarios
 Stakeholder, committee, and public input
 Exec Board select preferred
Combine Systems, stakeholder and public involvement and refinement, then select a Preferred Scenario
Base map review: (Jon Nepsted). Members were asked to start thinking about what they would do to
develop the idealized system as we move forward.

System Groups Update
Laynee Jones presented an overview of other System Group Vision, Goals, and Metrics. Group provided
numerous comments on the Economy goals and metrics. The Transportation group is not tasked with
defining or revising the goals of the other groups. The compiled goals of all groups were emailed to the
group last week. Members are encouraged to submit comments on other group goals to Laynee at
laynee@mountainaccord.com.
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Group expressed concerns with the differences between the long-term planning horizons of different
groups (2040 vs. 2060). It was clarified that the “big picture” vision is longer term, to 2060, whereas
goals are defining the outcomes to be reached by 2040. What outcomes should we reach by 2040 to
move toward the longer term Vision? The goals and metrics will measure projected 2040 outcomes.
Andrew Gruber stated measurable data must be used to evaluate the transportation system. The
transportation model has a predictive year of 2040 as a limit of effectiveness.

Vision Discussion and Polling
Leslie Crawford introduced the draft vision statement which was distributed to the group before the
meeting and is available on the Mountain Accord website.
Discussion:
Vision statement was drafted using information obtained from discussions at these system group
meetings as well as previous studies (Mountain Transportation Study, Snyderville Basin, etc.) and
previous work. Group discussed the merits of including the following topics: single occupancy vehicles,
multi-modal, efficient, sustainable, healthy, reliable, convenient, and land use as it relates to
transportation. There was also a strong sentiment among the group that the transportation is
subordinate to land use and lifestyle choices, and should support goals of the other Systems.
The group thought the vision statement lacked reference context and connectivity within the larger
transportation system (interstates, etc.) and that this should be included.
Updates were made to the Vision statement during the meeting, and the updated version was
presented to the group at the close of the meeting.
A majority of the System Group, by a show of hands, indicated their level of concurrence with the Vision
statement, based on revisions worked out collaboratively during today’s meeting. Formal on-line polling
will occur before the next system group meeting.

Goals and Metrics Discussion and Polling
Jon Nepstad introduced the draft Goals and Metrics of the System Group. It was noted that goals are not
organized in terms of priority (e.g. Goal 1 is not the highest priority).
There was discussion about the forecast year – some System Groups used metrics that go out to 2060,
while others go to 2040. The technical team explained that longer term horizon relates to visionoriented metrics, but transportation and economy require more short term horizons for tangible
metrics.
Goal 1: Restructure to capture reliability. Dislike term “non-automobile,” suggest using “multi-modal”
so as to not exclude carpooling (Group agrees). Cost component discussed (construction, operation,
consumer use, competitive). Group wants reference to “residents, visitors, and employees.”
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Goal 2: Discussion noted that user cost is important, and that some aspects of this goal are
complementary/redundant to Goal 1. “Interesting and fun” might be rephrased as “attractive.”
Goal 3: Discussion suggested the goal should encompass more than safety hazards, by including aspects
of health and cycling comfort, for example.
Goal 4: The group felt the impacts on the natural environment are an important issue to consider and
that the goal should work towards protecting and enhancing the environment while also being specific
and measurable. Consultant team will revise.
Goal 5: Parking reliability has been a recurring theme in Transportation System Group discussions.
Parking is an important tool and should be considered as a metric rather than a stand-alone goal. It was
suggested that parking may fit better under Goal 2 as part of a metric (as part of the transportation
experience). A majority agreed by a show of hands that parking should be included as a metric in
another goal.
Additional Proposed Goal: Cost. Does the cost of infrastructure come out of this process or part of
Executive Board decision? Response: Cost will be addressed as part of combining the scenarios. That
being said, the Transportation group can include it as part of their goals and metrics if they so desire.
Cost has multiple factors: construction, operation, maintenance, and user costs. Group preference was
to include cost effectiveness metrics to support an additional goal (essentially replacing the original Goal
5).
Conclusion: Goals will be reworked and presented again to the group for voting.

Action Items





Revise Vision Statement, polling in interim
Revise Goals, polling in interim
Add new goal to capture cost to construct (and user and effectiveness in some way)
Distribute a list of system group members to all system groups

